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Abstract: Data are crucial to improve decision-making and obtain greater benefits in any type of activity. However, the large amount of information generated by new technologies has made data analysis and knowledge generation a complex task. Numerous tools have emerged to facilitate this generation of knowledge, such as dashboards. Although dashboards are useful tools, their effectiveness can be affected by poor design or by not taking into account the context in which they are placed. Therefore, it is necessary to design and create custom dashboards according to the audience and data domain. This paper presents an application of the software product line paradigm and the integration of this approach into a web service to allow users to request source code for customized information dashboards. The main goal is to introduce the idea of creating a holistic ecosystem of different services to craft and integrate information visualizations in a variety of contexts. One of the contexts that can be especially favored by this approach is the educational context, where learning analytics, data analysis of student performance, and didactic tools are becoming very relevant. Three different use cases of this approach are presented to illustrate the benefits of the developed generative service.
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1. Introduction

Information dashboards are very powerful tools. They not only support the understanding of complex datasets but also are applicable to a variety of contexts and data domains. In addition, information dashboards provide support to learn from data and can also be considered educational tools [1].

However, adapting these tools to different contexts is a compelling task because it requires the study of the data domain and the audience that will be using the dashboard to discover knowledge. It is this complexity that makes the development of dashboards a time-consuming process. That is why reducing the development time of these tools is a crucial factor in tackling the continuous and exponential generation of data.

Having a dashboard ready to use in any context is beneficial for exploiting data and learning from them, with the goal of supporting better-informed decision-making processes. For these reasons, this article presents an ecosystem proposal to manage the generation of information dashboards that can be tailored attending to fine-grained features.

Although the end goal is the straightforward generation of information dashboards, this objective can be broken down into different low-level tasks, such as cleaning data, selecting the right data encodings or dashboard configurations, generating source code, etc. That is why a technological ecosystem approach can be applicable to this situation. Technological ecosystems provide a context in which different services are connected.
through information flows, although they can be seen as independent components or tools [2,3]. The “ecosystem” metaphor transfers properties from the biological to the technology field, so the relationships among the organisms can be seen as information flows between the technological ecosystem’s components. On the other hand, the physical environment can be seen as the mechanisms or methods to support these flows [2].

For these reasons, applying an ecosystem approach to this matter benefits users by providing access to a whole generative pipeline for information dashboards, with components that interact and collaborate among them to offer powerful features, but also to independent services for more specific tasks. In fact, this ecosystem would support knowledge management, because all the tacit knowledge associated with dashboard design processes, design decisions, data transformations, etc., would be managed by the different components.

Besides, the proposed ecosystem’s features rely on a dashboard meta-model that accounts for other factors that determine the dashboard design process: the users’ characteristics, the data domain, the potential data context, etc.

Several data domains could benefit from these kinds of services—specifically, data domains in which the variety of data sources and the heterogeneity of data is determinant. The educational context is one of these domains.

Educational dashboards [4] are instruments that allow their users to identify patterns, relationships, relevant data, etc., among a set of learning variables [5].

However, in a context such as education, many roles can be involved: from the students themselves to teachers, heads of studies, or principals; and these roles will have different objectives when exploring their data, depending on their needs.

This diversity of roles was analyzed in a literature review conducted by [6] regarding educational dashboards. While the majority of users are usually teachers, students, administrators and researchers are also among the primary users of these tools. Educational dashboards are also diverse in terms of their objectives; self-monitoring, monitoring of other students, and administrative monitoring [6].

The abovementioned literature review also shows the main types of charts or visualizations used to display learning information according to the user’s role. Thus, the most commonly used graphics in general by all roles are bar charts, line charts, and tables.

This type of research allows us to observe that dashboards are very diverse in the educational context, both in their functionalities and in their design, since these characteristics are what define the purpose of the instrument (and its efficiency). Due to these factors, methods have been sought, and proposals made to design educational and learning analytics dashboards so that they can be adapted according to their purposes and audience, because there is no one-size-fits-all approach [7]. In the educational context, dashboards not only seek to inform tutors about student performance but can also become tools to motivate students. They can even serve as tools for students to self-regulate and compare their own results. However, not all students may respond in the same way to the information shown on a dashboard about their performance [7].

Thus, it is not only the variety of user roles in the educational context but the variety of objectives and profiles among users with the same role, which makes the development of dashboards that present learning analysis an elaborate activity. In addition, the amount of data generated and its complex structure can make the process of knowledge discovery even more difficult for less technical profiles.

As can be seen, dashboards in the educational context have increased in popularity due to the benefits that their use can bring. However, to take advantage of them, it is necessary to take into account the users and the context in which they will be used.

However, not only dashboards that show learning variables can be found in the educational context. As these kinds of tools provide an important means to understand data and extract information and knowledge from them, they are also employed as didactic tools for motivation and learning [1], adding more complexity to the domain.
For all these reasons, the present work describes a proposal to create a technological ecosystem for dynamically tailoring dashboards no matter the data context or the data domain. Specifically, this paper is focused on illustrating how dashboards can be generated through a web service, providing different use cases within the context of developing dashboards for educational purposes [1]. To sum up, we pose the following research question:

**RQ1.** Is a technological ecosystem approach applicable to provide dashboards in different contexts and data domains?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background regarding the automatic generation of dashboards and visualizations. Section 3 describes the methodology followed throughout this work. Section 4 presents the dashboard generator service architecture, and Section 5 illustrates the application and integration of these services to generate dashboards with different purposes. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 discuss the results and outline the conclusions obtained through this work.

2. Background

The automatic generation and design of dashboards is a popular research topic, given its potential benefits for exploiting datasets. This generative process can be pursued through different methodologies and paradigms.

There are a variety of methods to tackle a generative approach when developing these tools [8]. One of the most common methods for customizing dashboards is using configuration wizards that support the users’ decisions when developing dashboards without requiring programming skills. For example, [9–12] use graphical user interfaces that assist the selection of widgets to be included in the dashboard. Configuration wizards could be complemented with visual mapping methods to assist the users in the selection of visualization types taking into account the data types or structure [13–16].

On the other hand, another common method to generate dashboards is to configure them by using structured configuration files [17–19]. These files allow users to select the dashboard components and visualizations through higher levels of abstraction, maintaining a structured representation of the generated tool.

Some works also take advantage of software engineering methodologies such as the Software Product Line (SPL) paradigm [20,21] or Model-Driven Development (MDD) [22–24]. These methodologies are focused on the abstraction of features within a domain to reduce development times and increase flexibility and adaptability when generating final products.

Other methods also include agents [25,26], inclusive user modeling [27], semantic reasoners [28], and knowledge graphs and ontologies [29].

Pursuing generative approaches when developing information dashboards has several advantages, such as the decrease of development time. However, another benefit is that these approaches are mainly based on configuration files or models, providing structured data regarding the dashboards’ features.

Materializing the dashboards’ features (which are often expressed in unstructured requirement documentation) in a structured manner provides a high-level layer to specify dashboards and the possibility to create services that use these structured definitions programmatically.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Metamodelling

Metamodelling is the backbone methodology from the model-driven development (MDD) paradigm [30,31]. This paradigm enables the abstraction of the systems’ development process’s requirements, providing support for moving both data and operations specifications away from lower-level details.

By abstracting these details, it can be possible to obtain a generic “skeleton” of information systems, containing the main structures and relationships among its high-level
components. Meta-models are very useful resources to understand the systems’ domain because they ease the identification process of relevant features within the context, separating these features from technical details or specific technologies.

This methodology increases the reusability of components (thus, decreasing the development time) and the reusability of knowledge because the structures and relationships identified within the systems’ domain can evolve to obtain better solutions when instantiating the meta-model.

The MDD approach can be implemented through the model-driven architecture (MDA), a guideline proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG). This guideline provides an architecture for software development driven by models describing and defining the target system [32]. The OMG proposal also determines a set of standards to develop the approach, such as meta-object facility (MOF), unified modeling language (UML), XML (Extensible Markup Language), metadata interchange (XMI), and query/view/ transformation (QVT).

In this case, the proposed dashboard meta-model is part of this meta-model architecture proposal [33]. Although the first version of the dashboard meta-model [34,35] was an instance of MOF, it was finally transformed into an instance of Ecore [36] using Graphical Modelling for Ecore included in Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) (Figure 1).
The M2 meta-model provides the basis to instantiate dashboards in different contexts and domains, and these models will be ultimately implemented as specific dashboards. This transition between this M1 model and the M0 model can be done automatically through the dashboard generator service, which complies with the M2 meta-model’s structure and features.

As seen in the dashboard meta-model, these tools are composed of different sections or aspects, such as the layout, operations, visual marks and even the audience characterization. To adapt this model to an ecosystem proposal, we have divided the sections of the meta-model into the main tasks that can be found during a dashboard design process (user characterization, data transformations, data encoding and visualization design). Separating these phases into services could support the definition of a dashboard design pipeline.

3.2. Code Templates

Although the meta-model can be used as a conceptual resource for driving the development of dashboards, it can also have practical implications in this process. In the end, the meta-model is a structured set of elements and relationships that can be represented in different formats. One of these formats is XMI (XML-based Metadata Interchange), which can be quickly processed and converted into other formats, such as JSON objects.

By using a Python generator and an SPL [38–40] development, it has been possible to build a set of core software assets that can be combined into fully functional dashboards following the meta-model instance specification.

An example code template, configuration file, and rendered HTML code can be found at https://github.com/AndVazquez/generation-workflow-example (accessed on 4 April 2021) for further details.

3.3. Code as a Service

The possibility of automatically generating information dashboards by providing an external configuration enables providing this functionality as a service. The Python generator can be easily integrated into a web app (through the Django framework [41] and the Django REST Framework (DRF) module) to accept external requests containing the configuration of a visualization.

Specifically, this web service takes a JSON object as an input (containing the configuration of the visualization), and the user receives the HTML and JavaScript source code of the requested visualization.

4. Architecture Proposal

In this section, the architecture proposal for exploiting the previously explained framework will be detailed. As introduced before, one of the goals of applying this architecture is to obtain an ecosystem for generating and providing information visualizations as a service.

The ecosystem is planned to be a holistic set of well-defined components that provide unitary services, but that can also be combined to obtain a complete pipeline. Every service has well-defined interfaces that enable the connection of information flows among them. These services provide support for the generation of information dashboards that compile with the previously presented meta-model.

One of these services is the dashboard generator (Figure 2), based on plain JavaScript through the D3.js framework to allow better integration with external services avoiding other dependencies. The dashboard generator service accepts HTML requests containing information about the visualization component to craft. Specifically, this service is developed as an API in which the input is a JSON object with the configuration of an entire dashboard or a single visualization:
• Information about the dataset or datasets to be displayed. Data sources could be external APIs or files.
• The disposition or layout of the elements.
• The features of the visualization:
  o Number and type (X position, Y position, size, color, etc.) of visual channels;
  o Visual mark type (bar, circle, topographic, arc, etc.);
  o Dataset’s variables to be represented;
  o Interaction events and effects [42].

Figure 2. Schematic view of the dashboard generator service architecture.

The service processes this JSON object; then, the source code is generated using the previous section’s code templates. These returned source code files are returned to the client, which could embed them in its own applications or use them standalone.

On the other hand, the ecosystem might support other information visualization-related tasks, such as data transformations. Formatting data is essential to support some encodings or layouts [43], so a service that carries out this task and unburdens the front-end with these computations can be connected to the dashboard generator component to offer a complete pipeline.

As the dashboard generator, this service is also developed as an API (Figure 3). In this case, the input data will provide information regarding the computations to perform. Target data must be sent along with the following configuration parameters to enable the service to perform the requested operations:
• The set of variables from the dataset that will take part in the computations;
• The operation or operations to be performed (summary statistics, regressions, ratios, etc.);
• Filters (optional);
• Groupings (optional);
• Output data layout: tabular (default), nested, linked, etc.
5. Use Cases

This section aims to illustrate the generative process of the dashboard generator service. Through three use cases, we want to show not only the flexibility in terms of the data domain but also the flexibility in terms of necessities: the services can be used when data are stored in files locally (CSV, XLSX) or even make petitions to external endpoints (proprietary endpoints or even the ecosystem’s computational service). Also, the generated source code could be stored as files or dynamically embedded or loaded in other applications.

5.1. Requesting Source Code to Obtain a Standalone Dashboard

The services’ independence allows the integration of the dashboard generator with other technologies of the educative domain. In this example, part of the Open University (OU) dataset has been used to show a dashboard request [44].

Two visualizations will be requested, one to display the scores obtained in different assessments by the students and the other to display the range of scores by assessment. To obtain the source code, we need to build an HTTP POST request containing the dashboard configuration to generate both the HTML and the JavaScript code (Figure 4).

```javascript
var payload = {
    'data_sources': [
        {'id': 'ds1', 'data_source': 'ou-dataset.csv', 'data_source_type': 2}
    ],
    'visualizations': [
        {
            'marks': [
                {
                    'mark_type': 'primitive',
                    'data_source': 'ds1',
                    'shape': 2,
                    'y_var_accessor': 'id_student',
                    'y_scale_axis': true,
                    'y_scale_type': 9,
                    'x_var_accessor': 'score',
                    'x_scale_axis': true,
                    'x_scale_type': 1,
                    'x_var_accessor': 'assessment_id',
                    'color_scale_type': 8
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
};
```

Figure 3. Schematic view of the data transformation service architecture.

Figure 4. HTTP POST request’s payload, which contains the dashboard configuration.
Once the HTTP request has been sent, the service gets the payload data (i.e., the dashboard configuration) and performs the application engineering process to yield the personalized source code. To do so, the input JSON object is processed by the dashboard generator process, which is in charge of filling the code templates with the specific information handed by the client.

This process' outcomes will be the source code of the dashboard, which is included in text format inside the API call response to the client. The source code could be used standalone and embedded within other applications by injecting the HTML and dynamically loading the JavaScript code. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of one of the generated JavaScript files.

```javascript
function render_viz_0(dsl) {
    var margin = {
        top: 10,
        bottom: 40,
        left: 160,
        right: 50
    },
    width = 550,
    height = 450;
    var svg_0 = d3.select('#visualization-0')
        .append('svg')
        .attr('width', width + margin.left + margin.right)
        .attr('height', height + margin.top + margin.bottom)
        .append('g')
        .attr('transform', "translate(" + margin.left + "," + margin.top + ")");
    var x0 = d3.scaleLinear().domain([0, 100]).padding(0.2).range([0, 550]);
```

Figure 5. Excerpt of a generated JavaScript source file.

Every generated JavaScript file follows the same structure:
1. Creation of the SVG container;
2. Declaration of the scales;
3. Creation of the visual marks;
4. Addition of each visual mark’s channels.

The obtained source code can be deployed as a standalone web page: Figure 6 displays the rendered dashboard with the configured features at the beginning of the example.

![Rendered dashboard](image-url)
5.2. Integration with Other Components

In the previous use case, a dashboard was generated based on a configuration file and a dataset. This generation was straightforward because data were already in the right format for the chosen visualizations (in this case, simple visualizations such as bar charts), and no additional computations were needed.

However, data are not always in the right format for every visualization [43], and most times, it is necessary to transform the datasets before visualizing them. That is why a complementary data transformation service is included within the ecosystem. As will be discussed, adding this component benefits users in terms of delegating data transformations to an independent component and captures the implicit knowledge that is contained in the execution of data preprocessing tasks.

The data transformation component provides a solution for performing data computations and also to format data to different formats. As explained in Section 4, this component is also based on API calls. This example performs calculations on sociodemographic data to offer a Sankey diagram (which can be classified as a “flow layout” [43] or “parallel sets layout” [45]) in which its links represent the count of each category within each variable (Figure 7).

```javascript
var payload = {
    'data_sources': [
        {'id': 'ds1', 'data_source': 'dataset.csv', 'data_source_type': 2}
    ],
    'operations': [
        {'format': {
            'variables': ['Gender', 'Age', 'Task score'],
            'layout': 'flow',
            'aggregation': 'count'
        }}
    ]
};
```

**Figure 7.** Formatting operation specification.

As with the dashboard generator service, the HTTP POST is processed by the data transformation service. In this case, the operation specification contains the information needed for the service to perform the data transformations requested by the client. Once the data are processed, they are returned within an HTTP response.

The API call results can be subsequently used with the dashboard generator service to create a visualization: in this case, a Sankey diagram (Figure 8).

**Figure 8.** Rendered Sankey visualization that formats data as flows.

5.3. Dynamic Implementation of a Dashboard with Educative Purposes

The last use case is focused on the possibility of integrating source code dynamically within an existing web application. A user interface has been designed to explore and visualize a dataset within the medical domain in the following example.
The user interface allows users to explore the variables within the dataset and to craft personalized visualizations based on their variables’ selection. Users can drag and drop the variables, select a visualization, and then, once confirmed, the front end computes the dashboard configuration and sends it to the dashboard generator service, which follows the same workflow as explained in the first example.

The final source code returned from the service can be dynamically loaded through JavaScript’s DOM manipulation functions. In this sense, the existing web application is benefited by not carrying out all the data visualization logic, only focussing on offering a usable didactic tool for the medical domain (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Fragment of the user interface integrated with the ecosystem’s services. The right section of the figure shows the drag and drop space in which users are allowed to configure their visualizations graphically. The left section shows the generated visualization, which is dynamically embedded.

6. Discussion

This paper set the foundations for developing a technological ecosystem for designing and building information visualizations through holistic web services. Two of these ecosystem services are presented in this work: a service to generate information dashboards (transforming M1 models into M0 models) and a service to perform data transformations.

Adding a high-level layer to the design process of dashboards reduces their development time and their complexity in terms of programming. Another benefit is the possibility of structuring dashboard features in documents, which allow version control and further processing to identify interesting or useful features in different contexts.

A web service has been developed to serve this functionality through HTTP requests. This approach aims at the integration of different services programmatically. Returning the whole source code in plain JavaScript and HTML allows the users to retrieve a fully functional set of visualizations and rely on a template if they want to modify the generated code to match further requirements.

The generator service relies on a meta-modeling and software product line approach. The meta-model has been a useful resource for designing and developing the service; however, the domain engineering process has enabled a better dashboard domain understanding by identifying the primitive components generic to information dashboards and visualizations.

Relying on fine-grained features allows more variability points, meaning more elements can be customized when requesting a visualization source code. Fine-grained features also enable the analysis of the visualizations’ primitives at a low level, thus providing a characterization of potentially useful visualizations. Suppose a data visualization works well in a specific context or use case. In that case, their features could be examined...
to identify which of them are beneficial and subsequently adapt them to other datasets or domains.

Another benefit that could yield a generative dashboard ecosystem is transparency and traceability, and knowledge management. By relying on services with well-defined interfaces, it is possible to follow the users’ design decisions by analyzing their requests to the different services.

Sometimes it is difficult to materialize the implicit knowledge within design processes, as several times developers rely on heuristics, guidelines, or even default configurations. The generative dashboard ecosystem captures this implicit knowledge and structures it through the API calls’ schema (which relies on the dashboard meta-model). This sets the foundations for reusing previously generated knowledge; if specific dashboard configurations worked well in a particular environment, they could be reused for similar contexts.

As mentioned before, the educational context can be a clear beneficiary of applying the software product lines to the dashboard domain. The amount of learning data generated due to the popularization of new technologies in education [46] makes it necessary to have new methods and instruments that allow obtaining benefits from such information. Nevertheless, as seen in the third use case, this service can be used for other educational purposes, such as creating didactic tools that let users exploring data without the necessity of having programming skills.

Although dashboards are handy tools for these analysis processes, it is necessary to consider the audience that will use them, especially in educational environments where user roles and profiles can be very heterogeneous in terms of objectives, characteristics, and preferences [6].

Being able to generate dashboards quickly, and dedicating more time to the design and conceptualization of the dashboard than its implementation, allows having products better designed and adapted to concrete situations in less time [47,48].

However, it is necessary to deeply evaluate this proposal. We plan to carry out meta-model validations through the automatic generation of already developed dashboards, to test the usability of the generated products against “manually” developed ones.

7. Limitations

Relying on web services implies the transference of data between systems, which could be critical if data are sensitive. This proposal addresses this problem by not storing the data after performing the operations or transformations. However, it is necessary to define a policy and even anonymization mechanisms if these services are exploited in production. In fact, not storing data could result in performance issues for large datasets and repetitive operations, so this challenge needs to be tackled both in terms of security and efficiency.

8. Conclusions

This work provides the foundation for designing an ecosystem for developing information dashboards based on different services with different well-defined functionalities. Specifically, this paper presents a web service to request the source code of customized dashboards and another web service to perform data operations. The dashboard generator service is implemented as an API that takes as an input the requested dashboard or visualization configuration and returns a set of HTML and JavaScript files containing the source code. On the other hand, the data transformation service takes as an input the transformation parameters and the dataset and returns the modified dataset.

Future steps will involve the addition of more services to the ecosystem to complement the dashboard generator and obtain services that could be connected to provide a whole dashboard developing pipeline: for example, a recommendation service of potentially features, a detector of potentially misleading information visualizations, data cleaning services, etc. In this proposal, we tested the approach’s viability and flexibility; however, we also plan to test its acceptance, performance, and usability with users.
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